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Lead story

Five years of the Cooperation Fund
More than 360 tool implementations and a real difference made for users
and offices across the European TMDN
Underpinning and strengthening the entire economic framework of the EU in an increasingly globalised world, intellectual
property is now more important than it has ever been.
At a business level, it is a vital economic asset. It helps innovators and creators protect the fruits of their work. It supports jobs
and economic growth. It is a crucial component in a knowledge economy.
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More than half of all EU industries are considered IPR (intellectual property rights) intensive. 35% of all EU jobs are directly and
indirectly generated by IPR-intensive industries, and those industries generate 39% of
the entire Union’s GDP.

The OHIM/EPO “IPR intensive industries: contribution to
economic performance and employment in the European
Union” report, issued in 2013, showed the value of IP to the EU
economy in clear detail.

As a result, the national and regional offices,
plus OHIM, that make up the European Trade
Mark and Design Network are vital actors in
the IP lifecycle. They are guardians of the
IP system for users, as they administer and
manage valuable intellectual property rights
for hundreds of thousands of businesses and
individuals every day.

“When the users and the offices
began to sit together – the most
important thing was not the
tools but the network that was
established”
Jef Vandekerckhove

And at the heart of the Network sits the
Cooperation Fund; a truly collaborative
undertaking, driven by national and regional
offices and user associations, which has,
over the past five years, brought IP closer to
those who need it most.
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The Fund’s 21 projects sprang from the
national and regional offices themselves,
before work began in earnest in 2010. Under
the guidance of a Management Board, with
members drawn from outside OHIM and
including user representatives, projects were
grouped into four headings, each concentrating on a different aspect of IP. The
Management Board gave feedback and
advice on how the €50 million dedicated to
the Fund – the largest cooperation project
in OHIM’s history – should be divided and
spent.
Jef Vandekerckhove started as a Board
member, and now chairs the Board, suceeding Lord Mogg. At the time the Management
Board was first convened, he realised that he
had accepted to participate in something
quite new and different.
“I was asked to join the Management Board
from the user side,” he recalls, “and initially I
was afraid that the Cooperation Fund was
going to be a kind of a think tank that would
not produce anything. It was very good to
have Lord Mogg on our side; from the beginning he stressed that we wanted a practical
approach. We focused on what the users of
the systems wanted.”
The total number of Cooperation Fund
implementations is now over 360. That’s over
200 more than the most optimistic predictions before its launch. “When we did the first
round, the number of projects in which the
offices wanted to participate was around
160 – we thought that was already quite a
lot,” Jef Vandekerckhove recalls.
The
user-centred
approach
to
the
Cooperation Fund continued with the
establishment of working groups. Users and
ofices were at the heart of every group,
giving their specialised viewpoints as the
tools and services developed, one by one.
For Jef Vandekerckhove, who was on the
Management Board to represent users, what
was being created was much more than the
tools themselves.
“When the users and the offices began
to sit together – the most important thing
was not the tools but the network that was

established as a result of OHIM, the national and regional IP
offices and users working together”, he points out, stressing the
fact that the ETMDN has meant greater partnership than ever
before.

“During our visits to some Member
States, we realised that people had to
go to the capital of some countries,
where the IP office was based, in order
to file an application”
Jef Vandekerckhove

The changes the Cooperation Fund has wrought have been
immense. Before it began, only around half of all national and
regional IP offices had an e-filing system. By the time it ends,
every single EU national and regional office will be able to
accept applications electronically. The difference this makes
to users is huge, Jef Vandekerckhove outlines. “During our visits
to some Member States, we realised that people had to go to
the capital of some countries, where the IP office was based,
in order to file an application. Now, you can do that online,
wherever you are.”
The Fund has powered ahead over the past five years. Its tools
and services are now embedded in national and regional IP
offices across the EU.
The opening up of tools like TMView, DesignView and TMclass
to an international audience has meant that global search
and classification is available for the first time through free,
online, continuously updated databases. Each one of the
tools and services helps to bring IP closer to citizens – be they
IP professionals, small businesses, individual users, researchers,
enforcement professionals or students.
The legacy of the Fund, Jef Vandekerckhove stresses, is the
ETMDN itself. “I hope that the Network will continue to operate
in such a way that offices will work together to improve the
tools and that the tools will remain active and will be used by
users,” he says.
Today, the days of travelling miles to submit a paper application are over. Updated trade mark and design information
is available for free, with a few clicks on a laptop. Learning
material about IP is at your fingertips. Enforcers can rely on
robust databases with up to date information to help them
in the field. Offices have tools to assess their users’ needs and
process their feedback, and even to forecast filing volumes in
the years ahead. The Fund has changed the IP landscape in
the EU completely, in just five years.
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100%
100,000
of all ETMDN offices
will have at least
one e-filing system
by 2016

person-days of effort
across the ETMDN to
build the Cooperation
Fund tools and services

e-filing for trade marks
e-filing for designs
e-services
the back office system

4 components in the €20 million Software Package

26

National and regional EU IP offices

11 User associations
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Interview

Putting users first – inside the
Portuguese Intellectual Property Office
The Portuguese Institute of Intellectual Property (INPI) is quite literally at the
front line of IP in the EU.
Based in Lisbon, it is the most westerly IP
office in the Union. It manages a full portfolio
of IP rights for its users, and recently implemented trade mark and design e-filing,
developed by the Cooperation Fund. The
President of the Portuguese Office, Ms
Leonor Trindade, took time to answer some
questions on INPI’s work for European TMDN
News.
Can you begin by telling us about the work
of INPI?
The Portuguese Institute of Industrial Property
(INPI) was created in 1976 as a Portuguese
Government agency to administer industrial property (IP) rights and legislation relating to patents, utility models, trademarks,
logotypes, appellations of origin, geographical indications and designs. Among our
responsibilities, I would highlight the definition of the Portuguese IP policy under the
supervision of the Minister of Justice, the
grant and protection of IP rights, raising

of awareness and understanding of IP rights in Portugal
and our cooperation with other national and international
organizations.
We are now a team of around 100, made-up of specialists in
rights-granting, appeals, IT, finance and human resources (we
have 41 examiners). One of our main priorities in the last years
has been the reduction of the examination periods, making
procedures simpler and more flexible, improving communication, and increasing the transparency of the Industrial
Property System. The desire to fulfil our customers’ needs has
led us to widen communication channels with customers, as
well as to make new tools and online services available and to
introduce improvements in our procedures (Certified Quality
System ISO 9001:2008 since 2006 and Certified Training Entity
since 2014).

“In the scope of the activities developed
during the last few years, Portugal has
been deeply involved in most of the
projects of the Cooperation Fund and
the Convergence Programme. ”
4
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IP in Portugal

2014
a record-breaking year for IP in Portugal



900

patent applications
(7% increase on 2013)

20,842


trade mark applications
(17% increase on 2013, and a new record)

2,528



design applications
(30% increase on 2013)



PCT applications of Portuguese origin
(10% increase on 2013)



European Patent applications of
Portuguese origin

158
183

1,294

CTM applications from Portugal

1,019

RCD applications from Portugal

INPI has been a strong and active member of the joint projects
carried out by the ETMDN from the very beginning. How
important is it that your office collaborates with OHIM on joint
projects?
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INPI has just implemented e-filing for trade
marks and designs, developed by the
Cooperation Fund. What does this mean for
your office and to users in Portugal?
Over the past few years, INPI has been
seeking to meet the needs of its users,
providing more efficient services and using
the most modern technologies. Online
services, available since 2006, are demonstrative of the success of this strategy, registering an overall level of compliance of
96.1%. As regards applications alone, the
rate of compliance was 99.7% in 2014.
Despite the high level of satisfaction
expressed by our users in almost 10 years
of online existence, we thought it was time
to evolve. So it was very important for us to
collaborate with OHIM in the development
of a new e-filing system for trade marks and
designs. This new platform allows us to offer
a more modern system, which is intuitive and
therefore more “user-friendly”.
At this point, it is still too early to properly
evaluate the impact of these new tools.
However, we believe that its advantages
and functional enhancements of this new IT
system will be seen and felt after a reasonable settling-in period.
INPI has been a full and active member of
the Cooperation Fund working groups in the
past. Can you highlight some of the tools that
you have integrated that are making a real
difference in your office or to your users?

In the scope of the activities developed during the last few
years, Portugal has been deeply involved in most of the
projects of the Cooperation Fund and the Convergence
Programme. These projects have been very relevant in terms
of strengthening the national IP system, particularly those
relating to enforcement activities, promotion and harmonisation within the European Trademark and Design Network.

As you mention, INPI has been an active and enthusiastic, I would say - participant
in various CF working groups. Such experience of cooperation with OHIM and the
other European IP Offices has proved to be
extremely valuable, with many tangible
results achieved, for the benefit of our Office
and the users.

Participation on these projects, besides having advantages for our own staff members, who had the opportunity to
develop their knowledge and experience, has also allowed
INPI to offer its users more and better technical resources.
In this context, I should emphasise that OHIM’s continued
support and assistance has been decisive to the achievement
of these results.

Among the tools that we have implemented, I would like to start by highlighting TMview and DesignView, which are very
important for users in determining the availability of a trade mark or a design in different territories. This was, in our opinion, a
huge step forward in terms of accessibility
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of information. Our examiners constantly
use both tools as well, in the context of the
examination procedures.
TMclass also constitutes a major help for
the applicants and for the examiners, as it
provides immediate responses to doubts
regarding the specification of goods and
services and its classification, thus contributing to decrease the number of formal irregularities in this area and to increase the speed
of examination.
While analysing trade marks applications,
INPI’s examiners always perform searches
in the Similarity tool, so I could not forget
to mention this very useful resource. In the
near future we will try to add new pairs of
items to the tool, in order to more accurately
reflect our Office’s practice in respect to the
comparison of goods and services.
Other projects and tools have shown their
relevance and utility, but I think that the ones
that I have just referred are having a bigger
impact in the activity of INPI and to our users.

“It was very important for us
to collaborate with OHIM
in the development of a
new e-filing system for trade
marks and designs.”
Do you hope to integrate any more CF
projects before the end of the Fund’s life and
if so, which ones?
We have just finished the implementation of
e-filing for trademarks and designs. With this
implementation, our Office has concluded
all the CF projects in which it was involved
and no other integration is scheduled until
the end of the Fund’s life. Nevertheless, in
the scope of our ongoing cooperation with
OHIM, I would like to underline our willingness to join, in 2016, the Pilot Project for
the Extension of Language Check which,
I believe, can become very useful in the
context of the examination of community trademarks, particularly on absolute
grounds.
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Network Initiatives

Communicating the Network:
The COCONET
All across the ETMDN, communication professionals are working hard to
inform users and the general public about the value and importance of IP.
Through web sites, social media accounts, events, interaction with clients and users, awareness campaigns and publications, the message is spread every day that IP is a valuable
and important asset for businesses, societies and economies.
But until three years ago, there was no dedicated communication network for ETMDN communication professionals.
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“Until three years ago,
there was no dedicated
communication network
for ETMDN communication
professionals.”

That changed in December 2013, with the inaugural meeting
of the ETMDN Communication Correspondents’ Network,
now known as the CoCoNet for short, when communication
professionals got together to share best practices, experiences and to get to know each other – in many cases for the
first time.

each dealing with a particular aspect of
IP communications. This is an important
component, according to James Thomson,
CoCoNet member and Head of Media and
Stakeholder Relations in the UKIPO.

This October, the CoCoNet members gathered for their
third meeting – this time in Prague, in the Czech Office. The
network is structured around a series of working groups,

“Through the working groups we look at
what we can learn from each other across
a range of activities including social media,
media relations, stakeholder engagement

Network Initiatives

and events and publications planning”, he
points out, “and it is also a good channel for
OHIM to be able to update national offices
on key happenings there.”
From a Finnish perspective, Leena-Liisa
Lehikoinen, Communications Manager at
the Finnish Patent and Registrations Office
(PRH) stresses the joined-up nature of the
CoCoNet. “PRH has participated in the work
of the CoCoNet from the beginning,” she
says. “We have received good information
about the activities and communication
work from other colleagues, and, hopefully,
we in PRH have also been able to share
information about our activities and communication expertise with other colleagues
around the EU. It is good to get to know
colleagues from different offices and to be
able to forward information to customers
in Finland on topical issues relating to trade
mark and design rights.”

“The CoConet puts a
strong accent on yearround communication”

The CoConet puts a strong accent on yearround communication, with members acting
as multipliers for each other’s communication outputs. Collaborative working on joint
projects is also key – the recent OHIM/UKIPO
British Day event, for example, benefited
from joint CoCoNet cooperation between
the two offices to maximise visibility of the
event through social media and other joint
communication channels, for example.
Leena-Liisa Lehikoinen quotes a Finnish
proverb when she says: “our work will
continue, and it will only get better as it
gets older.” The hope of all involved in the
CoCoNet is that it becomes a reference
point for IP communication professionals in
the ETMDN, and helps those professionals
deliver positive messages about IP across the
EU.
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Focus on tools

DesignView takes on the world
Three years ago, DesignView was launched, as part of the “big bang” of
Cooperation Fund tools, in November 2012.
DesignView was conceived as a free, online design search
tool, which would offer for designs what TMview offers for
trade marks – the ability to search designs from participating
offices in a simple and user-friendly way.
DesignView was developed as part of the Cooperation Fund
programme, with a working group drawn from the national
and regional IP offices in the EU, and from user associations.
The aim was to build the tool to exacting specifications, to
launch it on time and on budget, and then to fill it with designs
from participating offices.
Today, DesignView contains nearly 9 million designs from
46 participating offices, including those accessible through
ASEAN DesignView and since its introduction, has served more
than 1.25 million searches from 141 different countries across
the world.
Three months after launch, the tool already had design data
from nine offices, and continued growing steadily throughout
2013. By the start of 2014, the tool contained around 1.2 million
designs, from all across the EU.
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The benefits were already being seen. “Our
customers can now link in to see design
registers all over Europe and beyond,” says
Jenny Englund of the Swedish Patent and
Registration Office (PRV). “We had experience with TMview, and we knew that our
customers liked it – we were one of the pilot
members when TMview started. So we know
that the more countries that join, the better
it is for the tool. The bigger the better, really.”

“Today, DesignView
contains nearly 9
million designs from 46
participating offices, and
since its introduction, has
served more than 1.25
million searches from 141
different countries across
the world.”

Focus on tools

But eleven months later, DesignView took a
big leap forward. On December 8, 2014, the
tool left Europe, metaphorically speaking,
and went global. Not only did it integrate the
design data of one of the most design-intensive countries in the EU, Denmark, but it took
in designs from Mexico, Morocco, Norway
and the Russian Federation. DesignView
now had a presence in Africa and Latin
America for the first time. Shortly afterwards
the Korean Intellectual Property Office
joined, boosting the tool with 840,000 Korean
designs. The next major non-EU implementation was Turkey, with nearly half a million
Turkish designs.
Many of the non-EU implementations
posed a linguistic challenge for the development teams. But with Morocco and
Tunisia (Arabic), Bulgarian, Serbian and
Russian (Cyrillic script) and Korean (Hangul),
DesignView began to offer searches in
alphabets other than the Roman alphabet.
This trend continued with the incorporation
of over three and a half million designs from
China in September 2015, a clear achievement of the EU-China cooperation project IP
Key.
The Chinese integration happened at the
same time as the Canadian Intellectual
Property Office and the United States Patent
and Trademark office joined the tool. This
was a major step for DesignView, doubling
the size of its database, which continues to
be offered for free, and which is updated
daily.
Outside the EU, the tool’s benefits are
very clear. “DesignView is a valuable tool
that allows Serbian users to check market
tendencies and check the novelty of a
design,” says Dragana Perisić from the
Intellectual Property Office of the Republic
of Serbia, adding that “access to current
design information helps enforcement
officials in their procedures.”
In South-East Asia, however, data is accessible through ASEAN DesignView, a
standalone tool which is linked to the main
DesignView via an icon on the main page,
and vice versa. It was launched as part of
the ECAP III Phase II project for which OHIM is
the implementing agency.

ASEAN DesignView is a key output for this project. The tool
was launched in August 2015, and already contains more
than 100,000 design registrations from the participating ASEAN
countries: Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. It is expected
that Indonesia and Myanmar will join soon.

“On December 8, 2014, the tool left
Europe, metaphorically speaking, and
went global”
DesignView will continue to grow in the months ahead;
more integrations inside and outside the EU are planned. The
most recent integrations were Poland and Serbia at the end
of October 2015. As it increases in size, its usefulness will also
increase – providing users with greater search parameters and
opening the door to the international world of design.

DesignView in
numbers:
46 participating offices (including
8 in ASEAN DesignView)
Nearly 9 million designs
1.25 million searches from 141
different countries
26 different languages
All EU IP offices either
participating or in the process
of integration (Germany and
Finland)
10

The User Perspective

Designing Europe – the
view from MARQUES
The chair of the MARQUES Design Committee, David Stone
Design is a powerful motor of economic growth in Europe.
Every day, over 400,000 professionally-trained designers work
on projects and products that shape the world around us, and
help reinforce the EU’s reputation as a world leader in design.
According to the OHIM/EPO study, “IPR intensive industries:
contribution to economic performance and employment in
the EU,” launched in 2013, design-intensive industries account
for 12.2% of EU employment and 12.8% of EU GDP. At EU and
at Member State level, design is increasingly viewed by policymakers as a crucial economic driver, and even as part of a
country’s national identity.
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Consequently, design protection has never been so important, enabling designers and innovators to assert their IP rights
over their own creations. But for IP practitioners, design has
been, until recently, somewhat in the shadows. “Designs have
often been considered the poor cousins of other IP rights,
particularly when we see so many important and glamourous
cases about patents, trade marks and copyright,” underlines
David Stone, a partner at Simmons & Simmons in London and
the chair of the MARQUES Designs Team.

“In the last 10 years we
have seen designs come
into their own as a form of IP
protection in the EU”
David Stone
David has been immersed in design for most
of his professional life. Australian by birth, he
swapped the beaches and good weather
of Sydney for a career in IP in London, after
studying at Oxford. He’s in no doubt as to the
importance of design, especially for small
businesses. He’s also the author of European
Union Design Law: A Practitioners’ Guide a
reference text for IP lawyers including cases
drawn from all over the EU.
“In the last 10 years we have seen designs
come into their own as a form of IP protection in the EU,” he says. “This is partly due

The User Perspective

to legislation but also due to an upkick in
design applications being filed, particularly at OHIM. The result of that is that any IP
professional who is not aware of design law
is potentially missing a trick, and missing an
opportunity to assist their clients.”
He stresses that “a lot of design businesses
are small businesses,” and points out that
design rights can be used to secure protection on creations as varied as fonts and
logos. “When your client asks you to file a
logo as a CTM, your first question should be
“should I also file it as an RCD?” There are
real advantages to having a logo registered
in both ways.”

“Having tools that are
accessible, easy to use, and
free is in everyone’s interests”
David Stone
Through his work as chair of the MARQUES
Designs Team, David has seen close-up
how the tools and services developed by
the Cooperation Fund and the projects
managed by the Convergence Programme
have changed the IP landscape in the EU
at national and regional office level and
for users. The Designs Team at MARQUES
has been very active in projects including OHIM’s guidelines and the CP6 and
CP7 projects (both design-focused) in the
Convergence Programme.
“Whether it’s designers or businesses accessing these tools themselves, or whether it’s
practitioners who occasionally do design
law but not every day, having tools that are
accessible, easy to use, and free is in everyone’s interests,” he points out.

But design law proved to be a challenge, particularly in the
early days of the pan-EU regime. “Back then there was not a
lot of case law on designs and all we had were decisions from
the Invalidity Division,” he stresses. “It wasn’t until the PepsiCo
case got to the Court of Justice that we had something.” The
PepsiCo case was the first case to reach the Court on the
meaning of “individual character” in EU design law – the key
part of the test for both validity and infringement. The decision
of the Court was handed down in October 2011.
But until then, David Stone and the MARQUES team were busy
working to review design decisions. “We published a review in
2007 with the first 150 invalidity decisions. The second edition
covered 300 decisions – that went up to 2008 – and the third
edition, in 2009, covered the first 400 decisions. I think we
stopped counting for the fourth edition! We were assimilating
decisions in five languages trying to provide some guidance
to practitioners in the absence of court jurisprudence,” he
says.
But the work of the Designs Team in MARQUES does not stop
at EU level. “We represent user interests at WIPO where we
have lobbied to develop a Singapore-style treaty for designs,”
David points out. “The very good news is that the General
Assembly has approved a diplomatic conference on this
issue. The aim of this treaty is not to affect substantive law but
to help, for example, SMEs and individual designers who are
trying to file globally – their costs would be much lower.”
Of course, to enable people to access designs as an IP
right, they need to know about it, and how to access it.
Consequently, promoting awareness of designs and the
design protection systems at national, regional, EU and international level is an important issue. David mentions in particular the 10 Years of Community Design conference held in
Alicante in 2013 as an example of awareness raising and
promotion of the designs system.
David Stone continues to “evangelise” for designs
at
European and international level. With designs becoming
increasingly important as valuable IP rights, he looks set to be
just as busy as ever.

David’s role at MARQUES has been “trying to
evangelise for designs,” as he puts it, with an
impressive body of work already done in this
field. “MARQUES is a brand owners’ organisation,” he points out, “and part of protecting
a brand is using design law, unfair competition law, and passing off, not just trade mark
law – using all the arrows practitioners have
in their quivers.”
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Convergence Projects

Tallin, Estonia

Delivering the benefits: the
Convergence Programme
How CP3 is set to deliver on the ground for Estonian users
An important part of the European Trade Mark and Design
Network is the Convergence Programme and its seven associated projects.

and that means a significant change in our
absolute grounds examination practice.

As each project is launched, after intense consultation and
dialogue with EU national and regional IP offices and users,
the benefits become evident.

“it was clear from the
beginning that if we want
to converge with other
European offices then
we have to change our
practice to be much stricter”

Prior to the implementation of any project, offices often
have diverging practices. The finalisation of a project, therefore, sometimes brings changes at office level, which lead to
benefits for users. Kai Klanberg is Head of the First International
Trade Mark Examination Division in the Estonian Patent
Office. She explained some of the changes – and some
of the benefits – that her office’s participation in the latest
Convergence Programme project, Distinctiveness - Figurative
Marks, has brought:
What changes have taken place at Estonian office level as a
result of your participation in the CP3 project?
As a result of participating in the CP3 project the Estonian
Patent Office will implement the new common practice
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Kai Klanberg
The initial survey that was carried out in 2012
showed that our office has one of the most
lenient practices regarding distinctiveness
of figurative marks with non-distinctive word
elements.
So it was clear from the beginning that if
we want to converge with other European
offices then we have to change our practice

Convergence Projects

to be much stricter. And we were ready to
make this step – or should I say, this leap.
As our office will implement the common
practice from January 1st 2016, there have
not been any big changes yet. But we are
busy preparing our examiners and informing
our users about the future changes.
The biggest changes for our office are
based around examining signs containing
non-distinctive word elements and several
colours, geometrical shapes or figurative elements representing the goods and
services. These kinds of marks have been
usually considered distinctive according to
our current practice and it will definitely take
some time to get used to a different way of
assessing the distinctiveness.

distinctiveness of trade marks. One could wonder how could it
be beneficial for users if it becomes harder for them to get the
trade mark registered? But it is definitely in users’ own interest
to protect stronger trade marks.
Registering trade marks which are too weak can raise a very
good question - what is really the scope of protection of these
marks? Further, if the registered trade mark has very minimal
figurative elements it can give the wrong impression; that the
distinctiveness lies in the word element. So we believe that the
change of our practice is well justified and beneficial for the
users in many ways.

“We live in a cosmopolitan
world in which both small
and big entrepreneurs
operate more and more
globally”
Kai Klanberg
What benefits does your participation in the
project have for Estonian users?
First – legal certainty and predictability. We
live in a cosmopolitan world in which both
small and big entrepreneurs operate more
and more globally, doing business across
national borders, particularly in the internal EU market. So it’s only natural that users
expect to be able to protect their trade
mark in the whole EU in the same way.
Having different thresholds for distinctiveness
in different countries can be quite frustrating and difficult to understand for users. More
importantly, it can also mean losing investments made in trade mark development. So
we could say that having common practices
prevents users losing money.
Another benefit of implementing common
practices is related to raising the threshold of
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NEWS
in Brief
Hungary implements trade mark e-filing

Switzerland joins TMview

The Hungarian Intellectual Property Office (HIPO) has
implemented trade mark e-filing.

As of 26 October 2015 the Swiss Federal
Institute of Intellectual Property (IGE - IPI)
has made its trade mark data available
to the TMview trade mark search tool.

The trade mark e-filing system, part of the Software
Package of services developed under the Cooperation
Fund , allows Hungarian users to file their trade mark
applications electronically.

With IGE - IPI on-board, there are now
42 participating offices in TMview.
With the addition of almost 360.000
trade marks from Switzerland, TMview
now provides information and access
to more than 28 million trade marks in
total.
Since the introduction of TMview on
13 April 2010, the tool has served more
than 15,9 million searches from 149
different countries, with users from
Spain, Germany and Italy among the
most frequent visitors.

Poland and Serbia join Designview
As of 26 October 2015, the Polish Patent Office (PPO) and
the Intellectual Property Office of the Republic of Serbia
(IPORS) have made their industrial design data available
to the Designview search tool.
With PPO and IPORS on-board, there are now 38 participating offices in Designview.
With the addition of about 28.000 designs from Poland
and almost 10.000 designs from Serbia, Designview now
provides information and access to almost 8,8 million
industrial designs in total.

The Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia joins
Designview
As of 05 October 2015, The State
Office of Industrial Property (SOIP)
of The Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia (FYROM) has made its
industrial design data available to the
Designview search tool.
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NEWS
in Brief
Trade mark and design
e-filing in Portugal
The Portuguese Institute of Intellectual
Property (INPIPT) has implemented
e-filing for trade marks and designs.
The system allows INPIPT’s users to file
their trade mark and design applications electronically.
This latest integration was made possible thanks to the close cooperation between OHIM and INPIPT staff
members, both on and off site.

BOIP implements Back Office for Designs
The Benelux Office for Intellectual Property (BOIP) has
gone live with the Software Package Back Office for
Designs tool, developed by the Cooperation Fund.
The first application has already been received and
processed by the new system.
This implementation is result of substantial effort and close
collaboration between OHIM and BOIP.
With this implementation, total number of 12 tools
has been implemented by BOIP office within the CF
framework.
BOIP has completed the implementation of the registration part of the tool. In the second phase starting from
2016 will continue work on the other components such as
the recordals lifecycle as well as renewal and expiration
automations.
The new system will then support the complete lifecycle
of designs; will facilitate application examination, and will
speed up the processing of design registrations.

Design e-filing and
e-Services in Sweden
The Swedish Patent and Registration
Office (PRV) has implemented Design
e-filing and e-Services, two components
of the Software Package project developed by the Cooperation Fund.
These two integrations complete an
entirely new front office system for PRV,
offering a full electronic filing experience for PRV users.

More information is
available at:

tmdn.org
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Bureau for Intellectual Property
of Sint Maarten begins activities
As from the 1st of October 2015, the Bureau for Intellectual Property of Sint Maarten
(BIP SXM) has begun operations. Sint Maarten users can protect their national as well
as their international trade marks via an electronic procedure. U ers can also avail of a
fully online trade mark register.
BOIP will take care of back-office activities while the BIP SXM will be responsible for the
execution of the legal tasks from the Trademarks Ordinance and disseminating information to the public.
With these activities, BOIP has further expanded its network of international partnerships. Since 2010, it has already been charged with the execution of the Trademarks
Act for Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba (Wet Merken BES, or WMB) on behalf of the
Department of the Caribbean Netherlands (Rijksdienst Caribisch Nederland).
The Act applies to the three special Dutch “municipalities” of Bonaire, Sint Eustatius
and Saba, which are jointly referred to as the Caribbean Netherlands.

Estonia

OHIM President visits
Estonia Patent Office
On 27 October, OHIM President António Campinos visited Estonia for talks with the
Director of the Estonian Patent Office, Margus Viher.
Mr Campinos also met Estonian Minister for Justice Urmas Reinsalu and the Deputy
Secretary General for Legal Policy at the Justice MInistry of Estonia, Härmandiga Kai.

United Kingdom

Cracking Ideas
launched
A new website has been launched giving schools and colleges free access to teaching resources to help students learn about intellectual property (IP).
Developed by the UK Intellectual Property Office (IPO) and supported by the (OHIM),
crackingideas.com will offer free teacher resources, advice and guidance on IP.
The site offers a range of popular IPO education resources including: Wallace and
Gromit’s Cracking Ideas and Karaoke Shower plus news and competitions from
organisations including UK Music, The Industry Trust for IP Awareness and the Authors’
Licensing and Collecting Society.
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France

INPI France publishes a new study entitled
“Intellectual Property and the digital
transformation of the economy.”
As part of its mission to support businesses, the French Institut National de la Propriété
Intellectuelle (INPI) launched a call for papers to collect the views of experts on issues
related to intellectual property in the digital sphere, such as the Internet of Things, Big
Data, protection algorithms, databases and 3D printing, among others.
The eighteen selected articles in the book will help feed the national debate on
these issues, as well as reaching out to businesses to enable them to improve their
competitiveness.
The study (in French) is available here.

Austria

New President Austrian
Patent Office
As of November 1, 2015 Mariana Karepova became the President of the Austrian
Patent Office (ÖPA)
Ms Karepova is the first woman to lead the ÖPA in its more than hundred year history.
She is a graduate of the University of Vienna, and has worked in the European
Commission, the European Parliament, the Austrian Research Promotion Fund and the
Austrian Research Promotion Agency.

Bulgaria

OHIM visit to
Bulgarian Office
On September 23, the Chairman of the Management Board for the Cooperation
Fund, Jef Vandekerkhove, visited the Bulgarian Patent Office headquarters in Sofia.
The purpose of the visit was to review the implementation of projects of the
Cooperation Fund and Convergence Programme practices.
The Bulgarian Office reported that 52% of all trade mark applications are now submitted online, along with 47% of design applications since the introduction of trade
mark e-filing and designs e-filing developed by the Fund – saving time and costs to
applicants.
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Latvia

Latvian Patent Office concludes cooperation
agreement on IP issues with Latvian university
On October 29, the Director of the Latvian Patent Office, Sandris Laganovskis and
the Rector of the Rezekne Higher Education Institute, Edmunds Teirumnieks, signed
a cooperation agreement aimed at promoting awareness among students and
academic staff about industrial property protection and the possibilities for its use,
including in studies, scientific research and the commercialization of inventions.
The two institutions will jointly organise expert lectures and seminars for students
and academic staff, as well as cooperating in the preparation of training materials,
organizing joint conferences and exhibitions, as well as to promoting learning and
exchanges of experience at both national and international level.
The Latvian Patent Office has already concluded a cooperation agreement with Riga
Technical University and plans to conclude more agreements in the future.

Slovenia

Slovenian design
in Geneva
An exhibition entitled “Silent Revolutions” was held in the lobby of the World
Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO)’s headquarters from 7-22 October.
The exhibition brought together 40 Slovenian products and designers from the modern
era as well as the 50s, 60s and 70s.

Hungary

Visit of the Commissioner of the State
Intellectual Property Office of China to the
Hungarian Intellectual Property Office
On 12 October 2015 the Commissioner of the State Intellectual Property Office of
China (SIPO) and his delegation visited the Hungarian Intellectual Property Office
(HIPO).
During the meeting – in addition to the discussion of the issues related to intellectual
property and the exchange of experiences – a bilateral agreement on the acceleration of granting patents was signed by Mr Shen Changyu, Commissioner of SIPO and
Mr Miklós Bendzsel, President of HIPO.
On the basis of the agreement the pilot project called Patent Prosecution Highway
(PPH) will start between the two offices on 1 March 2016.
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Calendar of Future IP Events

TM5 Annual Meeting
Virginia, USA

APRAM-OHIM journée de la
marque communitaire

01-04 Dec 2015

Paris, France

INTA Geographical Names
Conference
Rome, Italy

08 Dec 2015

MARQUES Coexistence
Workshop

10-11 Dec 2015

Warsaw, Poland

18 Feb 2016

IP Case Law
Conference
Alicante, Spain

05-06 May 2016
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CONVERGENCE PROGRAM

PROJECT PORTFOLIO
Projects

AT

BG

BX

CY

CZ

DE

DK

EE

ES

FI

CP 1- Harmonisation of Trade Marks
Classification

CP 2 - Convergence of Class Headings

CP3 - Absolute Grounds - Figurative
Marks

CP4 - Scope Of Protection B&W Marks

CP5 - Relative Grounds - Likelihood of
Confusion

CP6 - Graphical Representation Of
Designs

CP 7 - Harmonization Of Product
Indication

*National & Regional IP Offices: implementations as of 21 of April 2015 - Implementation figures do not include OHIM.
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FR

GR

GR
OBI

HR

Chart
Legend

HU

IE

IT

LT

LV

MT

PL

PT

RO

Intent to implement

SE

SI

SK

UK

Number
Impl.

Implemented

Comments

26

26

00

22

23

00

00
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COOPERATION FUND

PROJECT PORTFOLIO
Projects

AT

BG

BX

CY

CZ

DE

DK

EE

ES

FI

FR

GR

GR
OBI

HR

HU

IE

IT

8

17

12

14

10

4

12

16

13

12

11

16

10

10

13

12

12

TMview
TMclass
SP TM e-filing
SP e-services
SP DS e-filing
SP back office
Similarity
Seniority
Search Image
Quality
Mgnt. System TMDN
Forecasting
Enforcement
Database
e-learning for SMEs
DesignView
Common User
Satisfaction Survey
Common Gateway
CESTO
CCCT
ACIST
Current implem. by
Office

*National & Regional IP Offices: implementations as of 21 of April 2015 - Implementation figures do not include OHIM.

Chart
Legend
LT

LV

MT

PL

PT

RO

SE

SI

SK

UK

Intent to implement

Number
Impl.

Implemented

Comments

26
26
17

Recent integrations: Cyprus, Hungary, Portugal

12

Recent integrations: Cyprus, Malta, Sweden

14

Recent integrations: Portugal, Sweden

07

Recent integrations: BOIP, Greece OBI.

18

Recent integrations: Finland, France, Hungary and Slovenia.

19

Recent integrations: Poland.

03
23
18

Recent integrations: Bulgaria, Croatia and Italy.

24

Recent integrations: Latvia.

21
23

Recent integrations: UK, Poland

27
27

16

17

19

17

16

17

15

16

16

10

19

Recent integrations: Finland.

12

Recent integrations: Lituania.

22

Recent integrations: Lituania.

361

Total Implementations
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… for everyone
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